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INTRODUCTION

Amazon has been redefining how we shop online since 1996 – and the changes have not stopped 
coming, with Amazon’s share of shopping searches now at 54%.

In addition to this, 90% of all product views on the Amazon platform came from searches – rather 
than from ads or product aggregators and 45% of all of those views went to products on the first 
three rows of the search result.

While these top rows increasingly feature ads, this isn’t likely to diminish the percentage share 
of clicks for the top results by much – though the Google and Amazon SERP are not exactly 
interchangeable, the share of clicks is similar and, one can safely assume, consumer behaviour is 
unlikely to substantially differ between platforms.

This means that, if your brand operates on Amazon, it is as important – if not even more so – that 
you feature in the top positions. This eBook will look at both Amazon SEO and PPC and we’ll 
show you what can be achieved through paid advertising and – the most cost effective method - 
improving your Amazon SEO. There will also be a focus on the key eCommerce trading periods and 
seasonal sales that run every year.
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WHAT IS AMAZON SEO?

To begin with, we should begin by defining the two terms.

AMAZON

Beginning as an online marketplace for used books, Amazon has become the primary eTail 
site, making its founder Jeff Bezos the richest man in the world in the process. Amazon is now 
responsible for the majority of product searches and while its growth is below the overall growth 
of the verticals it is represented in (for example, IKEA’s online sales have increased, as have online 
furniture sales in general, more than Amazon’s sales, but all have grown), it has become such a 
major player in eCommerce that brands as large as Nike now sell through the site. 

SEO

SEO, or ‘search engine optimisation’, is the process of adjusting content, presentation and more to 
cater better to search engine ranking factors to improve performance therein.

So, Amazon SEO… catering to Amazon’s ranking algorithm – referred to as A9 (after the Amazon 
subsidiary that handles its SEO) – Amazon SEO is the process of optimising both your seller 
account and your product pages to appeal to the ranking method that underlies the Amazon 
search engine results pages. This shares some things in common with SEO for Google search, but 
is heavily weighted for relevance and performance of your products.
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WHY DOES IT MATTER?

As mentioned, Amazon starts 54% of all product searches and, as of 2018, Amazon was 
responsible for a third of the approximately £175 Bn generated by UK eCommerce (making it the 
fifth largest retailer overall). 

This means that, like Google, if you’re selling online, you pretty much have to be on Amazon (as 
mentioned previously – even the largest sportswear brand in the world sells directly through the 
platform). 

So, with your competition consisting of everything from basement/garage bound start up retailers 
to multi-billion mega-corporations, you should be ensuring you’re doing everything you can 
to ensure that your product is capable of standing out from the crowd – and that starts with 
optimisation.

Unlike Google, who prefer to keep their algorithmic black box sealed, locked and guarded by 
wolves, Amazon has been quite clear about the factors it expects sellers to optimise. There are four 
elements that we need to examine: 

1. Visibility

2. Relevance 

3. Conversions 

4. Reviews

According to Amazon: “Customers must be able to find your products before they can buy them, 
and searching is the primary way they can do that. Customers search by entering keywords, which 
are matched against the information (title, description, and so on) that you provide for a product.

“Factors such as degree of text match, price, availability, selection, and sales history help 
determine where your product appears in a customer’s search results. By providing relevant and 
complete information for your product, you can increase your product’s visibility and sales.”

Bearing in mind the four key points above, this is how we would consider SEO optimisation, and 
instruct brands and businesses that want to adhere to Amazon Ranking factors.

There are a lot of crossovers between these factors – there aren’t too many things to optimise, 
so there are bound to be – our expert, John Warner deals with each point independently in the 
summary below.
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1. VISIBILITY

Visibility, as far as Amazon is concerned, represents the consumer’s ability to find the product and, 
therefore, relates to the effort sellers put in to completing the information sections for your listings. 
While you can do this en-masse using a spreadsheet upload, all of the fields for a solo listing 
should be present in the sheet you use for the mass upload. These include (not an exhaustive list):

In tab one:

Product name: this should feature the keyword 
you’re looking to rank for at the beginning or as 
close to as possible as the title length displayed 
varies depending on where on the screen or 
device the listing appears.

Manufacturer: if you’re selling your own product, 
this should be your own brand name, if you’re 
a reseller, use the information from the original 
manufacturer.

Brand name: as above, dependent on your 
inventory, your own or the manufacturer’s name 
goes here.

Package quantity: simply the number of 
packages that will arrive with the consumer.

Material type: the material from which your 
product is made (there’s a list of options if you 
click into the cell).

Shape: while it may not be a searched for term 
in your industry (car shaped toy cars?), if your 
product has a shape which may differentiate it or 
be searched for, mention it here.

Size: whether selling clothes or containers, list 
the generic sizes here (small, XL etc).

Hand orientation: while it may not apply to 
every product, the left or right handedness of a 
product can be a selling point, so make sure you 
fill this in if it’s appropriate.

Tension supported: again, this is unlikely 
to be a feature for most, but if you’re selling 
hanging baskets or hanging chairs or anything in 
between, the tension of the item should be listed 
here.

In tab two:

Variations: this is where you can define any 
variations of the same product, whether that’s 
size, colour or shape.

In tab three:

Offers: if you have any reductions in price or 
offers applicable to specific areas, they are 
entered here.

In tab four:

Images: there’s plenty of space for images, so 
you can use as many high-quality product snaps 
as you need to show off your product.

In tab five:

Key product features: these will be the bullet 
points near the top of your listing, so make sure 
you help your product stand out. In addition, 
while it has not been stated explicitly, there is 
anecdotal evidence to support the idea that 
keywords placed in the product features can 
have a positive impact on rankings, so use them 
if they can be used organically.

In tab six:

Keywords: you’re looking for as many unique, 
applicable keywords as possible. In this regard, 
your general PPC keyword research will come 
in handy. Help your consumers to buy your 
product by ensuring you think about it from their 
perspective and how they may look to find you. 
Optimising this process is the key to achieving 
visibility for your products, so ensure that you’re 
giving this as much thought as it deserves.
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2. RELEVANCE

While this is also determined by the data you enter in to your product listing, relevance is 
something you should consider separately – you want to make your products discoverable, but 
you also need to make sure that the keywords you’re targeting are entirely focused on those your 
ideal consumer, or buyer personas would be using to find your product. While increasing the 
number of keywords, or using branded keywords from competitors may (probably temporarily) 
increase visibility, leaving a consumer disappointed with your product is a poor first impression.

3. CONVERSIONS

Sales and sales velocity seem to be the key factors for ranking on Amazon – while there may not 
be too much you can do to influence this at first, you can use paid search to boost your initial sales 
figures through both Amazon and search PPC. While boosting in this fashion will improve rankings, 
it should be noted that it is lasting sales volume that produces lasting ranking improvement.

4. REVIEWS

Whether it’s a friendly note with the product, or an email following the purchase, you need to pick 
up reviews – not only is it beneficial for sales (as most consumers will prefer to purchase an item 
which has been rated), but it is also a ranking signal to get those reviews rolling in.
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KEY SEO CONSIDERATIONS

In summary nearly every Amazon search is transactional. That’s why its algorithm actually comes 
down to only a couple of things:

• Relevance

• Performance

This means that if you optimise your Amazon product page for these two, crucial ranking factors, 
you’ll end up converting and selling more on the site. Probably the most important element of 
Amazon SEO, as far as relevance is concerned, is the product-title ranking factor. You’ll want to put 
the most relevant keywords for your product in the title.

That being said, it is important to avoid keyword stuffing in your title, as that could harm your 
search rankings. A title that doesn’t read naturally, can look spammy and have a negative impact 
on your CTR.

As well as this you should consider the impact of your seller name on your relevance as a ranking 
factor. If your brand is called ‘Shoe World’ and you include this in the title, eg, ‘Shoe World - Men’s 
Brogues’, you may find that your products are picked up by more searches. This is especially 
helpful for certain types of sellers.

Performance factors are a bit harder to directly exert control over because additional 
considerations beyond keywords come into play. Things like how much you charge for your 
product significantly impacts your Amazon conversion rate. You need to make sure that you are 
offering items at a competitive price. Carefully compare what your competitors on the site and 
other sites are doing, and set your price accordingly.

Your product’s conversion rate is another highly significant performance factor in your search 
ranking. Unfortunately, it is harder to get these analytics or at least compared to your own 
ecommerce performance. The best thing to do is look at the Seller Central’s Detail Sales Page 
and Traffic under Business Reports and Reports. Here, you’ll want to look at the Unit Session 
Percentage, which is essentially the number of units that are bought per visit. It’s the closest you’ll 
get to a pure conversion rate for your product page.

Another point to consider is that you should include high-quality images. Amazon states that: 
“Images should be 1,000 pixels or larger in either height or width. This minimum size requirement 
enables the zoom function on the website. Zoom has been proven to enhance sales. The smallest 
your file can be is 500 pixels on its longest side.”
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AMAZON ADVERTISING (PPC)

When it comes to advertising ROI – Amazon PPC sees a 10% conversion rate compared with 1-2% 
for Google Ads meaning that it is a no-brainer for today’s marketer.

THE RISE OF AMAZON ADVERTISING

Over the past few years, Amazon has begun to realise its huge potential as an advertising platform 
and developed a range of flexible, self-serve solutions for sellers to promote their products. It’s 
power is in taking the tried and tested pay-per-click (PPC) model already well-established by 
Google Ads and combining it with its own USPs, namely:

HIGH PURCHASE INTENT

People usually come to Amazon with a specific product in mind - making it a valuable opportunity 
to expose your product to customers with high purchase intent (meanwhile, shoppers tend to use 
Google to search for products when they’re in the research phase of their purchase journey). 

RICH CUSTOMER DATA

No other business does eCommerce on such a massive scale, which gives the platform another 
unique competitive advantage: the detailed customer purchase data that sellers can use to 
leverage their campaigns. Amazon knows the specific products that customers are purchasing, 
and how frequently they’re buying. This means its algorithms have a wealth of data to draw on 
when it comes to accurately matching your ads to relevant customer searches.

EASE OF PURCHASE

A familiar platform for users, with the ability to drop products from a range of different sellers 
in their basket without leaving the website. If you already sell on the platform, advertising on 
Amazon is a versatile and powerful way for you to promote your listings, for example, to push your 
best-selling, seasonal or end-of-line stock up higher in search results, make them visible to a new 
audience and, perhaps most of all, making it easy for buyers to purchase them through a familiar 
checkout interface.

So it’s easy to see why Amazon is so popular with advertisers: research by Third Door Media 
(publisher of Marketing Land, Search Engine Land and MarTech Today) found that 80% of 
advertisers plan to increase their ad budgets on the platform in 2019, with many shifting budget 
there from traditional search and paid social media advertising.
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AMAZON’S AD OFFERING

Amazon offers the following options:

SPONSORED PRODUCTS

These are bottom-of-the-funnel direct response ads that drive traffic to Amazon product pages, 
giving brands the opportunity to brands and sellers that want exposure to shoppers with 
strong purchase intent (as customers generally come to Amazon with the intention of making a 
purchase).

Like Google Ads, Sponsored Products are cost-per-click (CPC) and largely keyword-driven, 
matching the keywords that feature in your campaign to the search terms that shoppers use to 
search for products on Amazon. 

When a shopper searches for the keywords in your campaign, your ad has a chance of displaying 
if it meets the required eligibility criteria. These image ads appear in several different places in 
Amazon (across all devices on desktop, tablet or mobile): your ads may be displayed on top of, 
alongside, or within search results - these look similar to organic Amazon search results or Google 
Shopping ads.

In April 2020 Amazon announced that it was releasing product targeting for Sponsored Display 
ads. This means that merchants can now target similar or complementary products and categories 
via Seller Central. With new options, for example, you could target running shoe ads to appear on 
category pages for running shorts, says Amazon.

Similarly, you can cross-promote your own products. “If you also sell socks, product targeting 
placements on your shoes’ product detail page makes it easy for shoppers to add a pair of socks to 
their shoes with just a few clicks.”

Until now, Sponsored Display ads have been a retargeting product. Advertisers can use audience 
views targeting to retarget users who have viewed their product detail pages in the past 30 days 
and didn’t make a purchase with Sponsored Display ads on Amazon as well as on third-party 
websites and apps. The two targeting methods can now be used together.

PRODUCT DISPLAY ADS

These ads can appear across Amazon desktop and mobile, with placements on detail pages, 
above search results and top of the offer listing page. You target these ads by selecting specific 
products or shopper interests. There is speculation that Product Display ads will be absorbed into 
the Sponsored Products offering as Amazon is putting a lot more emphasis on the latter as the 
best choice for sellers.
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SPONSORED BRANDS

Similarly to Sponsored Products, these are self-serve solutions available to registered sellers, 
vendors, book vendors, Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) authors, app developers, and agencies. 
Targeting sellers at the top of the purchasing funnel, they allow sellers to boost brand awareness 
with your logo and a customised headline in ads that appear in search results.

This option generates recognition for your brand portfolio rather than specific products; as well 
as solutions via the Amazon DSP for advertisers who want to spend at scale via display, video and 
custom ads.

PRODUCT DISPLAY ADS

This is by far the biggest growing opportunity for advertisers, and which accounts for the majority 
of ad spend on the platform.

If you sell on Amazon, Product Display Ads offer a powerful and versatile way for you to promote 
your listings, for example, to push your best-selling, seasonal or end-of-line stock up higher in 
search results, making them visible to a new audience. Visibility, whether paid or organic, is key to 
success as 70% of Amazon shoppers only purchase from the first page of search results.
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AD RANKING

In order to fully understand how to optimise for paid ads in Amazon you need to get to grips with 
their ad rank formula.

There’s a significant difference in how Amazon ranks ads (ie, decides when and where to show 
them) compared with Google Ads because Amazon primarily makes money when items are sold 
as it makes commission on every sale; Google primarily makes money when ads are clicked on. 
In a nutshell, Amazon ranks profitable ads higher; it prioritises what the customer is most likely to 
buy from based on performance and relevance metrics. 

The formula is as follows:

Ad Rank = CPC Bid x Ad Grade 

Ad Grade is based on: 

• Performance metrics 

• CTR (click-through rate) history 

• Conversion rate 

• Overall sales 

Relevance metrics 

• Product title 

• Description 

• Search terms 

• Seller name 

The bottom line is that the quality of your product page is just as important as the quality of the 
ad (in the same way as your Google Ad Rank is partially determined by the quality and relevance 
of your landing page). It’s therefore absolutely crucial that you optimise your product detail pages 
with great images, a clear description, and a competitive price, before you even start advertising.
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BLACK FRIDAY, CYBER MONDAY AND  SEASONAL TRADING

With eCommerce on the rise thanks largely to lockdown and the global pandemic that has taken 
precedence over 2020, it is more important than ever for businesses to make sure that they have 
a good offering and that they are prepared to adjust their strategy to make the most of these busy 
trading periods.

Over the years, named retail days have begun to increase – with Cyber Monday first cropping up 
in 2005 and continuing to grow in prominence, joining Super Saturday (the last Saturday before  
Christmas) – but these tend to be the naming of existing trends, which retailers have already  
reinforced with discounts long before they are named. What we are seeing presently, in a financial  
climate that seems to promise little for retailers offline, is a conscious decision by  retailers to 
increase a demand that has no historical antecedent.

This can, of course, go one of two ways. Simply put – it either works, or it doesn’t. Logically,  
demand is intrinsically linked to supply and, therefore, Amazon’s decision to use it’s existing  
lightning deals (brief and extensive discounts) to attempt to extend the Black Friday period should  
succeed due to the imposed limit to the supply of the discounted items (at least limited in time),  
which should avoid buyer fatigue or the ‘I’ll buy it later’ problem which is a consequence of many  
long lived sales (for example, the eternal and now widely mocked dfs sale). 

The alternative is that it begins a kind of arms race, with retailers seeking to compete across  
longer and longer periods for essentially the same spend, eating into other shopping periods  
with extended runs of discounting. Regardless of the possibilities, however, at the time of writing,  
brands have already begun bidding on terms such as ‘black Friday deals’ – and with 17.6 million  
searches for this term in the UK alone (through Google) in October 2020, it is easy to see why. 
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BLACK FRIDAY SEO TIPS

Target content at Black Friday specific keywords

Ideally, this would have begun a while ago –  but it’s never too late to start targeting those Black 
Friday queries with blog posts, gift guides, videos  and other Black Friday related content to target 
the bargain hunters that need that extra little nudge  toward purchasing. 

CREATE DEDICATED LANDING PAGES AND CATEGORY PAGES 

Your consumers need to know what they’re  getting and, as with any other form of landing page 
optimisation, a Black Friday landing page should  accurately reflect the content, link or ad that 
brought them there. Use banners and distinct design  to set your Black Friday landing pages apart 
from the rest of the site. It also pays to have all of your  offers easily accessible through specific 
category pages, reducing browsing time and increasing  purchase time. 

BUILD TRUST WITH REVIEWS

Black Friday may be the very first time your brand interacts with a  consumer, so let them know 
how well regarded you are by your current consumer base by displaying  your reviews – think of it 
like a warm handshake to seal the deal. 

ENCOURAGE SHARING

Offer incentives for sharing – discount codes can be a powerful incentive for  sharing and the 
further news of your offers travel, the more buyers you’ll have, so make the most of  the Black 
Friday traffic by getting them to bring a friend. 

Ensure your servers are ready: The increased traffic may be desirable, but if it results in your site  
crashing, you could end up with nothing at all. So load-test your servers up to and exceeding the 
top  level of traffic you are expecting to ensure that you’re safeguarding your Black Friday revenue 
against  technical issues. 
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BLACK FRIDAY ECOMMERCE TIPS

Countdown
One of the prime drivers of sales traffic (of any kind) is the limited lifespan of offers,  so make the 
most of it with a countdown, create a bit of pressure and drive customers toward the  checkout. 
Don’t leave your promotions to the last minute – waiting until you see competitors running ads 
isn’t the time to start thinking ‘perhaps we should do something’. Expect to see Black Friday 
start the week of Black Friday and end two weeks later at the close of Cyber Monday Week. Press 
coverage will help

Differentiate
Unsurprisingly, yours will not be the only brand in your niche competing for Black  Friday 
shoppers. It is therefore a must that you highlight your unique selling point (USP) – put it front  and 
centre on your landing pages, whether it’s free delivery or additional warranties, let your visitors  
know the reasons they should choose you over your competition. 

Personalise
We talk a lot about personalisation at Click Consult (including dedicating a Drum  Supplement to 
the concept), but there is ample evidence that this emergent trend in marketing is  not only here 
to stay, but likely to become one of the most important in the digital age. Whether  it’s via email or 
on-site, offer consumers about whom you have information offers tailored to their  preferences.
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BLACK FRIDAY PPC TIPS

HAVE A BACK UP CAMPAIGN

As with the suggestion to ensure the functionality of your servers at high  load, this may also seem 
almost like a best case (even wishful thinking) tip, but it is essentially advice  against putting all of 
your eggs into one basket. If you have top sellers, monitor stock levels and  ensure you have a back 
up campaign ready to be deployed in your AdWords account in the event of  a stock shortage. 

TARGET THE APPROPRIATE STAGE IN THE BUYER’S JOURNEY 

You will obviously have PPC campaigns  targeted at each specific stage of the buyer’s journey, but 
for Black Friday it is well worth studying  previous years’ data to gain an appreciation of how those 
other intention level campaigns perform  over the weekend encompassing Black Friday and Cyber 
Monday, it may well be worth pausing  lower intention level campaigns and focusing your budget 
entirely on purchase level queries (which  are likely to have a higher cost per click (CPC) at this 
time and require more budget anyway). 

SET UP ALERTS

Whether to avoid maxing out your budget, placing lower in the ad order than you  expected, or for 
not meeting spend – as an annual event, there are few opportunities to capitalise on  the revenue 
increases Black Friday can deliver. You want to ensure, therefore, that your brand makes  the most 
of it – and that means keeping a close eye on each aspect that could be influenced by such  an 
unpredictable weekend. 
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TRY RETARGETING LAST YEAR’S BARGAIN HUNTERS

Create segments to target with remarketing  campaigns, while they may not be looking for the 
same product they purchased last year, they have  marked themselves out as being keen on a 
bargain, so whether you have related products they may  like or simply want to employ a generic 
Black Friday promotion, why not try to turn last year’s buyers  into repeat custom? 

MAXIMISE NEGATIVE KEYWORD USE

With Black Friday also comes an increase in bounce rate and cart  abandons. While you may not 
be able to do much (beyond standard retargeting/email marketing  methods which aren’t quite 
suitable for short lived promotional prices) to combat the former, you  can reduce bounce rate by 
maximising your use of negative keywords in order to ensure that you are  only targeting the most 
relevant search terms.

Black Friday, Cyber Monday and the weekend between could account for in excess of 30% of some  
brands’ annual revenue this year, so while Asda may well have decided against competing in a  
crowded retail market, unless you want to follow suit there has to be a big push to ensure your  
brand stands out from the crowd. 

The wins are certainly there to be had, but the biggest successes will always go to those that have  
put in the most preparatory work. While it’s always better for brands to start work early on these  
things, some hard work and determination could still see you have everything in place for rush. 

There are also opportunities to be had for the days in between – while the two biggest increases 
in  sales may fall on the Friday and Monday, there is a lot to be said for making your presence felt in  
the days leading up to each. 

Be smart about your content, your ads – even your social media presence. Do what you can to  
build tension, excitement and anticipation of the offers you will be making public. Work further up  
the sales funnel to give any necessary nudges those consumers who may yet be undecided might  
need to buy in to the hype surrounding the day. 

This can come in the form of hints about desirable products that may be on sale or the  
aforementioned early content marketing. While consumers may go crazy for Black Friday deals,  
you still have to make sure they go crazy on your site. One last thing… Don’t forget to remove 
any mention of Christmas, Cyber Monday, or Black Friday from your website and paid media 
campaigns once the offers and trading period is over. This saves wasted ad spend and irrelevant 
visibility.
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FINAL THOUGHTS

While the Amazon algorithm may not be of the same level of complexity as that of Google or Bing, 
it’s nevertheless important to ensure you’re ticking all of the right boxes with your product listings. 
With Amazon continuing to grow its share of eCommerce and retail in general, there are few 
brands that can afford to ignore the world’s favourite shopping search engine.

By implementing the right Amazon SEO practices, however, and ensuring that you take the 
platform seriously, you can help your brand compete against larger competitors and take steps to 
succeeding in an ever more digital world.

There’s no doubt that Amazon can deliver customers at an unmatched scale, making it a 
competitive place for sellers. While offering good quality products and following eCommerce 
best practices are obviously critical to Amazon success, there’s an increasingly compelling case 
for a hybrid optimisation approach of organic and paid campaigns as the best strategy for brands 
looking to maximise their visibility.

Oh, and one more tip! If you haven’t already, next year: start earlier!
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